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Abstract
The processing and power-consumption constraints of the Internet of Things devices hinder them to offer more
complex network services than the simple data transmission in smart city scenarios. The lack of complex services, such
as security and quality of service, can even foster disasters in urban centers. In this paper, we propose the integration
of complex network services from the IoT devices till a cloud environment through an agile and effective network
function virtualization infrastructure of isolated IoT domains. Therefore, our proposal develops a simple gateway
access node that virtualizes the domains to which the devices connect. A prototype for services of security and quality
of service has been implemented and its evaluation shows that virtualization of the access node does not impact the
performance of virtual network functions. The results also show that the proposal provides security for IoT devices,
identifying malicious traffic with 99.8% accuracy, avoiding denial of essential services, and ensuring the quality of
service.
Keywords: Internet of Things, Smart city, Network function virtualization, NFV, Service function chain, SFC

1 Introduction
In an increasingly interconnected world, it is estimated
that 54% of the population lives in urban centers and
this number will reach 66% by 2050 [1]. To respond to
challenges arising from the accelerated growth of cities
and to leverage the opportunities generated by continuous
urbanization, government policies must converge efforts
to focus on the sustainability of urban areas. An alternative to assure sustainability is to deploy the concept of
smart cities, which consists of providing smart public services, smart energy and water distribution, smart health
services and city governance based on data collection and
decision-making platforms [2, 3]. In this context, smart
city platforms are essential for sustainable urbanization
and smart city governance.
Developing platforms for smart cities implies collecting data and acting using various connected devices in
the urban context [4], according to the concept of the
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Internet of Things (IoT) [2]. Thus, most IoT applications
for smart cities consider a large number of low cost and
low power consumption devices spread all over the city.
As a consequence, the connection between IoT nodes
depends on communication devices that are subject to
severe processing and power consumption constraints.
These constraints hamper offering more complex network
services, such as security and quality of service, without
which most applications of smart cities have their performance impaired or become even unfeasible. Although
providing complex network services for IoT applications
is crucial, it is not a simple task. Several works address
this issue by using cloud or edge computing [5]. However, both approaches overload the access gateway, which
might affect significantly the performance of IoT applications. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to provide
complex network services for IoT applications without
introducing significant overhead to the access gateway.
We achieve our goal by outsourcing the network functions
to a virtualized infrastructure.
In this paper, we propose a network function virtualization infrastructure for the Internet of Things. The
main idea is to define virtual IoT domains, in which
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each domain is a vertical slice of the transport network,
running in the data collection until the data consumer
delivery processes. Thus, in our proposal, we employ a
gateway that multiplexes network access through the creation of virtual access points. The gateway connects the
IoT devices of the wireless network to a Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI). Hence, each IoT
domain might deploy different network services implemented by Virtual Network Functions (VNF). The main
advantage is to spare IoT devices and the gateway from all
the packet processing overhead.
Unlike previous works that focus on data collection
and processing platforms [2–4], or focus on theoretical
models of IoT access-network management [6–8], our
proposal is the virtualization of the access node for the
IoT domains, combined with an agile and effective network function virtualization infrastructure for the deployment of the functions. The proposed infrastructure can
assume packet-handling functions previously performed
by IoT devices or by the gateway. Finally, we also propose traffic classification and reaction against attacks as
virtual functions tailored to the context of the Internet of
Things. We implement a prototype of our proposal and
the performance evaluation shows that the delay of the
communication between the access gateway node and the
infrastructure is not significant, and that virtualization of
the access point does not impact the performance of the
virtual network functions. Results also show that the traffic classification VNF identifies the threat traffic in each
IoT domain with 99.8% accuracy, and another VNF provides quality of service for IoT devices and avoids the
denial of essential services. We also verify that the traffic
classification is effective and that the infrastructure can
isolate denial of service attacks in the IoT domain without
affecting critical services.
The paper is organized as follows. The network service
of the Internet of Things is characterized in Section 2. In
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Section 3, we propose our network function virtualization
infrastructure for the Internet of Things. Section 4 details
the proposal prototype implementation. The evaluation of
the proposal and the experimental results of the developed prototype are described and discussed in Section 5.
The Section 6 discusses the related work. The Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 The network service on Internet of Things
The fundamental enabling technologies for the Internet
of Things evoke four main layers: (i) physical identification and sensing devices; (ii) middleware platform; (iii)
virtual applications and service composition; and (iv) virtual cloud infrastructure for device abstraction [9]. The
reference architecture for the Internet of Things, Fig. 1a,
highlights the transition between the physical devices
and the software abstractions of IoT applications. In the
lowest layer, sensors, identification tags and communication infrastructure are grouped in the category of the
physical realization of the IoT, named physical devices.
The middleware mediates the interaction between the
IoT applications and the real world devices, acting as a
request-adaptation software for each type of device [3].
The basic idea of middleware is to abstract devices into
micro-services and, thus, to provide more complex services through the composition of simple micro-services.
The adoption of the principles of service-oriented architecture (SOA) allows the decomposition of complex and
monolithic systems into applications, which consist of
more straightforward and well-defined micro-services
[9, 10]. Applications, in turn, use the services provided
and managed by the middleware to collect data and to act
on devices in different contexts. Virtual applications run
in a virtual infrastructure, usually hosted on cloud computing and data processing environments. In this context,
cloud computing is an enabling technology for the Internet of Things, since it allows the timely processing of data

b

Fig. 1 Reference architecture for a smart city deployment. a Scheme of the relationship between physical devices and virtual applications to enable
Internet of Things applications. b Smart city example architecture, where communication between sensors and applications interface to network
access, processing and storage. The smart cities platform acts as a middleware
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captured by IoT devices. Moreover, cloud computingrelated technologies enable the IoT infrastructure to scale
allocated resources, in real time, according to service
requirements [11]. Therefore, IoT applications are the
interface between the user and the IoT sensors and actuators. The IoT applications deployed as a composition of
micro-services provided by the middleware, which interacts with the applications and the low-level devices. Nevertheless, in this standpoint, the IoT architecture conceals
the network service specificities required for each type
of application in a single infrastructure. Thus, real-time
applications, such as smart industrial applications, rely on
the same transport service as applications with less strict
latency requirements, but sensitive to data privacy, such
as house sensing devices.
Network service stands for the visible function provided
by the network layer of the TCP/IP stack. Typically, the
network service is characterized by the packet forwarding between two network edge nodes through the network
core. Nevertheless, nodes in the core of the network perform new complex functions, such as filtering, quality of
service provision, and policy enforcement that enhances
the network service and changes the behavior of the network. However, IoT architectures focus on providing basic
network services considering the resource restrictions of
IoT devices. Thus, for the access network of IoT devices,
a number of network technologies has been developed
to meet different application requirements. For instance,
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and Zigbee for short-range
communication, different versions of IEEE 802.11 for
medium-range access networks, and Lora, SigFox, NBIoT for wide-range communications. In the network and
application layers, light-weight protocols for low power
devices are used, such as 6LowPAN [12] and CoAP, a light
version of HTTP. Generally, IoT gateways deploy at least
two protocol stacks, an IoT-enabled stack, such as BLE or
6LowPan, to communicate with IoT devices, and TCP/IP
stack to communicate with other devices and to forward
traffic to the Internet. The translation between protocols
is an example of network function for IoT network service.
In the context of IoT applications, smart cities are a good
examples of the importance of providing more complex
network services. In the smart cities concept, IoT devices
are responsible for monitoring and sending information
to data centers. The information is used to manage and
govern cities more efficiently [3]. Figure 1b sums up a reference infrastructure for smart cities. In the context of
smart cities, the network service has a fundamental role in
the transport of the data from IoT devices to the platform
for data processing and storage. This platform, shown in
Fig. 1b, is deployed with cloud computing and provides
interfaces between the collected data and the city applications for management and governance. Besides, real-time
management and control applications, such as market
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tools, operation management, and security management,
must operate on sensed data with minimal delay and, thus,
they have direct access to data. In this way, the transport
network service for smart cities must be aware of the consumers of the data and provide differentiated services. It is
also worth mentioning that the transport network infrastructure is also responsible for the adaptation of data.
All these requirements on the network services imply a
more complex network service which conflicts with the
resource restrictions of the IoT devices. Therefore, the
network service must be outsourced from the devices to a
more robust and scalable network infrastructure.
Despite the success of the IoT paradigm, most of the
traditional network mechanisms is not suitable for providing complex network services to IoT applications due
to resource restrictions of devices and due to the number
of connected devices [13]. Authentication, for instance,
relies on mechanisms based on cryptography or on computational challenges and, thus, a resource-constrained
device hampers, or even prevent, deploying such security
service. Moreover, integrity and confidentiality also rely
on computing-extensive mechanisms, such as cryptography and hash calculations. Therefore, the network service
of IoT must be aware of devices’ limitations and must take
over the authentication, confidentiality, and integrity of
the data communication [4]. Besides, the network service
is also responsible for the access control of IoT devices.
Access control is an important requirement, because the
Distributed Denial of Service attack (DDoS) is one of the
main threats to IoT, as a huge number of devices can generate a high rate of requests when orchestrated for an
attack. Thus, the network service ought to isolate each IoT
silo into disjoint network domains and to provide quality of service for each domain according to the criticality
of services that the domain provides. It is also important
to notice that while visibility is an unusual requirement
in traditional network services, for the IoT network service real-time visibility of devices is a key requirement.
The visibility refers to keeping device data always available
and monitored in real time, which implies low latency and
high goodput of IoT application as requirements. Visibility is a challenge in IoT because devices usually turn off to
save battery and work with low throughput rates [14].
The key idea of our proposal is to complement the current Internet of Things platforms, developing a network
service adapted to IoT applications through an access
gateway node for IoT devices connected to a cloud of
network function virtualization. Traffic from IoT devices
is classified and chained into application-specific service
chains. As a result, both devices and access gateway have
computational resources released, since network packet
handling, routing, policy enforcement, and queuing are
carried out by the cloud. It is important for the network
service to be able to abstract the access technology used
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by devices and to be capable of translating IoT-dedicated
application protocols, such as CoAP, to general-purpose
application protocols, such as HTTP.

3 The proposed infrastructure for IoT
The network requirements of the devices in the Internet of the Things scenario are different from conventional
networks due to the vertical integration of applications,
called silos, and the magnitude of the amount of communication between devices (Machine to Machine - M2M)
[15]. Each IoT silo is a slice of the IoT infrastructure
that comprises since the devices till the applications that
consumes the device data and actuate on them. Security,
mobility, scalability, policy compliance and quality of service are essential requirements that are hampered in IoT
due to devices’ resource restrictions and the number of
connected devices. In this sense, the goal of our infrastructure is to provide network services based on the function
chaining [16, 17], capable of performing virtual network
functions (VNF), which are outsourced by IoT devices.
To this end, our proposal introduces the idea of a special access gateway to connect IoT devices to the network
virtualization environment, shown in Fig. 2. As opposed
to the idea of edge computing, in which the gateway performs several tasks to provide multiple network services,
our special gateway performs exclusively the procedure
of forwarding frames that arrive at its virtual network
interfaces. Therefore, all packet processing, such as protocol adaptation, policy, and quality of service enforcement,
or content analysis, is performed by the network virtualization infrastructure through virtual network functions.
Sparing the gateway from all the complex tasks brings two
main advantages: (i) the gateway is fully dedicated to the
role of providing access to IoT devices, which allows it to
serve a larger number of devices; and (ii) the delay added
by the gateway is reduced significantly.
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3.1 The access gateway node

The main idea of the gateway is to create virtual interfaces that act as different virtual access points for different
domains of connected devices. The gateway runs on top of
some hardware that has the physical resources to deploy
virtual network interfaces, being a wireless IEEE 802.11,
IEEE 802.15.4, an LTE base station, or other technologies.
Virtualization implies isolation between each IoT domain,
i.e., the devices that connect to each virtual network provided by the access gateway do not realize that share the
infrastructure with devices from other virtual networks.
The traffic from each IoT domain is isolated from the
others from the access gateway to the final edge which
is the data consumption node. In this way, IoT devices
connect to the isolated virtual networks whose access is
provided by the gateway. Therefore, the role of the gateway is to provide the physical realization of the access
point, which is in line with the proposed 5G network and
C-RAN (Cloud Radio Access Network) architectures [18].
After the device association, all frames are forwarded to
the network virtualization infrastructure through a GRE
tunnel (Generic Routing Encapsulation)1 . It is worth mentioning that the connection between the gateway and the
network virtualization infrastructure may pass through
the Internet and, therefore, it is subject to delay and packet
losses.
An important advantage of configuring virtual access
points is to allow a single gateway to provide connectivity service to different IoT domains. Hence, this
approach ensures isolation at the physical layer since
each virtual access point may have its own authentication credentials and access. With distinct access credentials, the participant of an IoT domain is not able to
eavesdrop other virtual domains, since the encryption
at the physical layer is different for each virtual access
point.

Fig. 2 The network function virtualization infrastructure for Internet of Things. The gateway for connected devices abstracts the access method
through virtual interfaces tunneled to the Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI). The gateway forwards the frames directly to the
NFVI. Data processing at the network layer and above is performed by the network functions running over the NFVI
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3.2 The network function virtualization infrastructure

Network Function Virtualization is characterized by the
adoption of cloud computing technologies in the domain
of transport networks, allowing the virtualization of network functions implemented as software [19]. Figure 2
shows the network function virtualization infrastructure
based on the reference architecture of Network Function Virtualization Management and Orchestration (NFVMANO) [20]. In the NFVI, the physical resources of
the network are abstracted into virtual resources, and
in virtual environments, software-based virtual network
functions are chained to provide a complex network
service. Therefore, the infrastructure might provide network services with different functionalities for each IoT
silo, depending on the chaining of different VNFs. As a
packet arrives in the NFVI, the packet is directed to one
of the service function chains (SFC) in the infrastructure [21]. A service function chain consists of sequencing the virtual network functions that the packet must
follow through. It is worth mentioning that the correct sequence of functions, as well as the appropriate
choice of functions in the chain, define the features provided by the network service for packets crossing the
NFVI. To direct the packets to the correct service function chain, the NFVI employs a classifier shortly after
the packet entry point. The classifier tags the package
with the correct SFC label responsible for handling the
packet.
3.3 The virtual network functions

Virtual network functions consist of virtual environments
that perform packet-handling functions. In a traditional
Internet of Things architecture, these functions are executed by IoT devices or by the access gateway node
between IoT devices and the Internet. In our proposed
infrastructure, both IoT devices and the gateway do not
need to perform the network functions, since these are
outsourced to the NFVI in the form of virtual network
functions.
3.4 The data consumer

The data consumer in our proposed infrastructure is any
agent that accesses the IoT devices for retrieving sensed
data or for actuating. In the case of an IP surveillance
camera, for instance, the data consumer may be a web
portal that accesses the images captured by the camera
and forwarded and handled by the NFVI. In this case,
NFVI enriches the transport network service by caching
the data stream coming from the camera and also adapting the data flow of the camera to the standard supported
by the end users or the web portal. In the case where
IoT devices comprise a network of sensors and actuators,
the data consumer might be an IoT middleware software that directly connects to the NFVI, without the need
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to manage and control the access of the sensors to the
network.

4 The proposal prototype implementation
In order to evaluate the performance of our infrastructure, we have deployed a prototype that implements all
the components of the infrastructure, as detailed in the
following sections.
4.1 The access gateway

As the main goal is to keep the gateway as simple as possible, thus our gateway is equipped with an IEEE 802.11n
card and the virtualization of wireless network interfaces
is accomplished by creating a virtual access points on top
of the gateway node, using the hostapd2 in line with the
utilities iw-utils3 .
The access gateway node for connecting IoT devices
with the OPNFV environment is deployed on a computer
equipped with an Intel Core i7-2600 processor, 16 GB
RAM, an Intel gigabit network interface card for accessing
the NFVI, and a low-cost wireless network interface card,
IEEE 802.11n, Ralink RT2870 USB, for creating the virtual
access points.
4.2 The NFV infrastructure

We use the Open Platform for Network Function Virtualization (OPNFV)4 as the network virtualization infrastructure. OPNVF is the reference platform of the NFV
architecture standardized by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). The management of
the virtualization layer is performed by OpenStack5 . We
use the Open vSwitch to classify, to tag the ingress flows
and to forward them to the correct function chain in
the NFVI.
The service function chain tagging can be performed
with the Network Service Header (NSH) [22, 23]. However, the implementations available for the NSH protocol
are still initial and the performance achieved is not satisfactory [16]. Therefore, a feasible alternative to establishing a coherent and performing service path is the usage
of well-established tunneling protocols, such as GRE and
VXLAN, to create the service function chains. In this
paper, we use the GRE protocol to implement the chaining
of service functions.
The OPNFV installed environment is composed of
four nodes equipped with Intel Core i7-4770, 3.40 GHz,
32 GB RAM, and Intel gigabit network interface
card. The environment configuration is organized with
a node acting as an OpenStack cloud management
controller and an OpenDaylight software-defined network controller6 ; the three other nodes are dedicated to processing and memory virtualization, through
Linux KVM7 , and to distributed disk storage through
Ceph8 . All software versions used in the environment
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are the same as the OPNFV Danube 3.0 reference
distribution9 .
4.3 Virtual network functions

In this work, we implement the virtual network functions as virtual machines running Linux Ubuntu 16.04
with support for the software switch Open vSwitch10 . In
order to evaluate the effectiveness of our infrastructure
to offer real network services, we have defined and developed two virtual network functions to provide security
and QoS services to IoT applications. The first VNF classifies the traffic of each IoT domain between legitimate or
malicious, using machine learning algorithms. The second
enforces quality of service policies on traffic by forwarding flows by queues with previously allocated resources.
Flow forwarding through correct queues is performed by
rules on a software switch instantiated as a virtual network
function.

5 Experimental evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our IoT infrastructure in
regard of the overhead of the access gateway and the effectiveness of the proposed virtual network function. All the
results in this section are reported as mean values within
a 95% confidence interval.
We have defined two main scenarios to evaluate our
infrastructure. In the first one, we aim at assessing the
performance and the overhead introduced by virtualizing multiple wireless interfaces at the same access point,
which provide domain isolation to different IoT applications. In this scenario, to emulate the traffic of several IoT
devices, we use two portable computers equipped with
Intel Core i5-2410M processor, 6 GB of RAM and built-in
wireless network interface cards11 . In the second scenario,
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we analyze the two proposed virtual network functions,
previously described. Thus, first we compare the performance of three classification algorithms based on machine
learning to identify malicious traffic and legitimate traffic. Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
network virtualization infrastructure to protect the access
network of IoT devices from attacks; and to provide quality of service to priority traffic. For the second scenario, we
have also used a wireless IP camera D- Link DCS-5020L.
5.1 Access gateway performance

In the first experiment, we verify the performance of the
connection between the network of IoT devices and the
network virtualization infrastructure in emulating different delay values for the connection between the gateway
and the NFVI. The idea of adding delay to the connection
between the gateway and the NFVI is to simulate a connection over a wide-area network (WAN). The extra delay
is added to the connection with a 10% variation using
the tc12 (Traffic Control) tool. Therefore, this experiment
measures the maximum rate of packets sent by IoT devices
and received by the data consumers. Figure 3 compares
the maximum rates achieved for sending 10 thousand,
50 thousand, and 100 thousand packets/s, for small packets of 64 B and for large packets of 1200 B. It is worth
mentioning that in our prototype the maximum transfer unit (MTU) was set to 1280 B due to overloads with
encapsulations. Traffic generation was accomplished by
creating UDP packet flows at constant rates of packets per
second.
In Fig. 3a, we observe that the maximum packet rate
arriving at the gateway is 4000 packets/s, regardless of the
sending rate of the IoT device. Another interesting result
is that the delay between the gateway and the NFVI has

b

Fig. 3 Rate of packets/s received by the data consumer when sending at rates higher than the capacity of the wireless link. The delay between the
gateway and the network virtualization infrastructure does not impact the achieved rates. The experiments were performed with UDP flows with
a small packets of 64 bytes and b large packets of 1200 bytes
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little influence on the packet arrival rate at the NFVI, as
the rate of received packets remains almost the same while
the delay varies from 0 to 100 ms. The results reinforce the
idea of placing a gateway away from the NFVI does not
affect the capability of the NFVI to process and to forward
almost the same packet rate. When using a larger packet
size, 1200 B, the limiting factor is the transmission rate
achieved by the gateway wireless network card. Checking
the actual baud rate achieved by the network card, set to
operate in the IEEE 802.11g mode, the obtained rate was
approximately 18 Mb/s.
Next we evaluate the virtualization overhead of the
wireless network interface. The evaluation considers four
simple scenarios for applying the virtualization infrastructure to IoT. It is important to highlight that we use
laptops to emulate the traffic of several IoT devices. In
the first scenario, a computer is connected to a virtual access point (c1ap1); in the second, two computers connect to a single virtual access point (c2ap1); the
third, a computer joins one of two virtual access points
(c1ap2); and finally, in the last scenario, two computers connect to two distinct virtual access points (c2ap2).
Figure 4a shows the impact of virtualizing the wireless network access point on the communication delay
experienced by IoT devices. We add a connection delay,
from 0 − 100 ms, between the gateway and the NFVI
to emulate different types of networks. Clearly, when
no delay is added (0 ms), the impact of the virtualization delay is more important but is limited to 10 ms. As
the connection delay between the gateway and the NFVI
increases, the impact of wireless access virtualization is
smoothed.
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We also measured the aggregate bandwidth reached
by IoT devices in each scenario, Fig. 4b. The aggregated
bandwidth is not affected by the wireless network virtualization for 1200 B packets. First, we observe that with
just one computer, adding a virtual AP does not impact
the aggregate bandwidth. But most interesting, when we
compare the scenarios with two computers, each one connecting to an isolated virtual AP, the aggregate bandwidth
increases, instead of two computers sharing a single AP.
The aggregate bandwidth increases in the scenario with
two access points and two computers. Such behavior is
due to the fact that when performing the virtualization,
the scheduling of wireless nodes is performed by the kernel of the gateway operating system instead of performing
the scheduling by the controller of the wireless network
card. The wireless network card features a controller with
low processing power since it is a low-cost wireless card.
5.2 Virtual network function performance

As mentioned above, we have deployed two virtual network functions as use cases to evaluate the effectiveness of
our infrastructure in providing complex network services
for IoT applications.
In this scenario, we consider that IoT devices shares
their access network with other wireless users, smartphones, and devices with Internet access, such as an IP
camera. We also assume that all IoT devices are susceptible to attacks and malware infection. Thus, a possible network protection is the instantiation of a virtual network
function able to classify legitimate traffic and malicious
traffic, and subsequently to enforce conformance policies
to the traffic.

b

Fig. 4 Virtualization of the wireless link. Evaluation of scenarios with one computer and a one single virtual access point (1c1ap); two computers and
one access point (2c1ap); two computers and one access point (2c1ap); and two computers and two access points (2c2ap). a The added delay
which is perceived by the devices is lower than 10 ms, even when the delay between the gateway and the NFVI is 100 ms. b The aggregated
bandwidth when using two computers and two access points is greater then in other scenarios
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In the first experiment, we compare the performance
of three classification algorithms based on machine learning to identify malicious traffic and legitimate traffic from
devices connected to the IoT network. The traffic classification between legitimate and malicious flows depends
on the training and evaluation of classification algorithms.
For this purpose, a training and testing dataset, composed
of legitimate data and labeled attack data, was created13 .
Legitimate data were collected during the daily use of IP
cameras and wireless users in the laboratory of Grupo de
Teleinformática e Automação (GTA/UFRJ). Particularly,
the cameras were accessed to generate video streaming
data, accesses to FTP servers for video and photo transfer, and date synchronization via NTP. The attack data
were obtained from the data collected by Garcia et al.
in a study on the behavior of botnets [24]. The dataset
consists of flows identified by a tuple composed of the
source and destination IP address, source and destination
transport ports, and transport protocol [25]. Our compiled dataset counts with traffic from 15 devices both from
captured laboratory usage traffic and the botnet dataset.
The features that were used for generating the dataset
are a subset of the numerical features provided by the
flowtbag14 network characterization application. We
also added some tagging features which indicates whether
the flow comes from one of the top 10 most accessed
services, in terms of the number of flows.
For traffic classification, we model the flows’ data using
time-related and size-related features, such as flow duration, flow size in the forward direction, flow size in the
backward direction, average idle time, average packet size.
The 10 most accessed services are the services that concentrate about 90% of all data traffic volume but comprise
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just 1% of all services that were accessed in the dataset.
In order to enhance the classification performance, we
enrich the flows’ data adding features that show whether
the flow belongs to the most common services on the network. We added 10 new features into the dataset, that
marks if the flow belongs to the specific service. It is
important to use tagging features to keep some information about the service whereas we still are able to calculate
correlation and to apply the principal components analysis over the dataset [25].
Figure 5a compares the accuracy of three classification algorithms: probabilistic neural network (PNN); multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) and Boosted
Decision Trees [26]. We applied the algorithms for all features and for the scenarios in which the dimensionality
of the problem was reduced using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). Note that classification using boosted
decision trees with the gradient boosting algorithm
presents the best accuracy when compared to neural networks. Such behavior is expected given the discrete nature
of the network flows’ data, where binary data segmentation, as done by the decision tree algorithm, leads to
accurate classification rules. The relation between true
positive and false positive rates of the classification algorithms, the ROC curve15 shown in Fig. 5b, reveals that
decision trees have an area under the curve (AUC) very
close to 1, signaling that data classification incurs low rate
of false positives and false negatives for the attack class.
Reducing the dataset dimensionality with PCA for only 8
major components kept 99% of the dataset information
and leads to a classification problem of which accuracy
is almost equal to the full set of features classification
problem. Table 116 shows the performance of the decision

b

Fig. 5 Evaluation of machine learning algorithms for the classification of IoT traffic when using PCA for dimensionality reduction and when using all
the features. a The accuracy of the Decision Tree-based classifier is greater than the Probabilistic Neural Network and the Multi-Layer Neural
Network. b Comparison of the false positive and true positive rates of the classifiers. The Decision Tree algorithm is the one that presents the best
trade-off between true positives and false positives
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Table 1 Decision tree with dimensionality reduction
classification
TP

FP

TN

FN

Precision

Sens.

Spec.

Malicious

14,208

290

3,995

0.00

0.98

1.00

0.93

Normal

3995

0.00

14,208

290

1.00

0.93

1.00

trees, with dimensionality reduced by PCA, in a crossevaluation in 10 rounds. The nominal accuracy was 0.998,
with a sensitivity of 1.0 in malicious traffic.
In the next experiment, we evaluate the ability of our
virtualization infrastructure at providing quality of service (QoS), taking countermeasures and applying policies
to packet flows. For this purpose, we use two notebooks
connected to the wireless network to emulate the traffic
of two sets of IoT devices with different QoS requirements when accessing the network. Service differentiation
is provided by a VNF that re-directs the flows from IoT
devices to distinct queues, which are implemented in a
software switch Open vSwitch. During the experiment,
both nodes execute a UDP flow at their maximum rate.
One of the nodes is routed to a queue with minimum
bandwidth, assured at 5 Mb/s, which characterizes a high
priority queue. The other node has a minimum bandwidth
assured at 1 Mb/s. Figure 6a points out that after 30 s, the
queues are configured with their bandwidth constraints
and the flows become conformed to their limits. Figure 6a
shows that the traffic that flows through the queue with
the most reserved bandwidth reaches a total throughput,
useful more encapsulation, up to 5 Mb/s, to the detriment
of the other node that does not have enough dedicated
resources.

a
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The last experiment aims at evaluating the performance of the proposed infrastructure under a Denial of
Service (DoS) attack. Hence, we combine the two virtual network functions to protect IoT applications from
DoS attacks. It is worthy to note that our queue-based
approach differs from classical approach since our proposal performs traffic policy enforcement in a virtual
network function running on a centralized NFVI, unlike
other proposals that enforce traffic policies on the access
gateways. This difference where applying the queue limits enables the outsourcing of gateway functions to the
NFVI but implies an indirect bandwidth control on the
access gateway. Figure 6b shows the scenario where an
IP camera is sending a continuous TCP video stream of
approximately 6 Mb/s when a DoS attack occurs. The
denial of service attack is configured as a UDP flow
of 20 Mb/s. Although the camera hardware is a more
resource-restricted configuration, compared to the attacking notebook computer, the virtual network function
assures a stable transmission rate for the camera, while
limiting the malicious traffic to approximately 1 Mb/s.
Therefore, we avoid the degradation of the service provided by the camera. The protection provided by our
infrastructure is accomplished due to the existence of
a special gateway that virtualizes the wireless network,
and the availability of processing and memory isolated
resources in the infrastructure to handle the amount of
traffic of the DoS attacker. It is worth mentioning that our
proposal is able to correctly classify the malicious traffic in real-time, which allows redirecting it to the service
function chain where it can be shaped with a strict queue
policy.

b

Fig. 6 Flow differentiation in a IoT scenario. a Two connected devices share the wireless network and send constant UDP traffic at 5 Mb/s. In 30 s,
the bandwidth controller is activated. A device has 5 Mb/s guaranteed per policy and the other only has a guaranteed minimum of 1 Mb/s. b Denial
of service attack scenario in a sensor network within an IP camera and an attack node. The flow classified as legitimate of the IP camera has a
minimum of 6 Mb/s assured throughput by queue policy. The malicious flow is limited to 1 Mb/s
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6 Related work
Petrolo et al. argue that smart cities are an application of
the Internet of Things in the domain of cities and they
highlight the benefits of integrating various connected
devices [2]. The authors define the concept of Cloud of
Things (CoT) that consists of using cloud computing environments to provide a platform for integrating data silos
of IoT. Santana et al. ratify the idea of smart cities composed of connected devices and argue that the amount of
data generated in smart cities is large and requires the use
of specific techniques for Big Data processing [3]. Thus,
Santana et al. envision the architecture of smart cities as a
clustering of cloud processing with cyber-physical systems
(CPS).
Zhang et al. identify several applications that run on
smart city platforms such as smart energy, smart environment, smart industry, smart home and smart utility [4].
The authors argue that it is necessary to provide a management and data processing architecture aware of data
security and privacy requirements.
Atzori et al. compare the characteristics of radio frequency identification (RFID) systems, wireless sensor networks, and RFID networks [9]. The authors point out
that RFID systems are small, low cost and energy is not a
limiting factor. Wireless sensor networks have high radio
coverage and communication does not require the presence of a reader, while RFID, reader and sensor systems
are asymmetric. RFID sensor networks enable detection,
computation, and communication in a passive system. In
turn, Adelantado et al. investigate the limitations of the
LoRaWAN [27] standard. Thus, each different access network for the IoT devices presents distinct characteristics
and network requirements.
Quin et al. propose an architecture of a middleware
based on software-defined networking for the Internet of
Things. The idea is to provide multiple network environments for IoT to meet network demands with different
requirements [6]. The proposal is a middleware capable of
monitoring the network and adapting it according to the
needs of the executed tasks. Hence, the proposal monitors the network and uses network calculus to predict the
change in performance. The BlackSDN proposal, in turn,
proposes the use of software-defined networking to provide security in IoT networks by encrypting both content
and packet headers [28]. To this end, the network packet
routing is performed by the network controller that is a
trust anchor and, therefore, holds the key to decipher the
packets and install rules in the network according to the
correct routing.
Bizanis and Kuipers investigate the use of virtualization and software-defined networking in the Internet of
Things environments [7]. The authors conclude that network virtualization and software-defined networking are
enablers of the Internet of Things, but they just focus on
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the use of these technologies as a way of managing the
flows generated by IoT devices. Ojo et al. argue that traditional network architectures and protocols are inefficient
to support the high level of scalability, the large amount
of traffic, and the mobility of IoT devices. In addition, it is
difficult to manage the amount of generated data, which
can cause problems and disruptions in the network service
[8]. Ojo et al. propose to apply plane separation paradigm
to the IoT packet forwarding. They propose to run the
data plane on software-defined networking, which interfaces with IoT devices through an SDN-enabled gateway.
The control plane runs on an NFV-enabled environment.
Although they propose to use SDN and NFV technologies, only SDN devices perform packet forwarding, and
the NFVI does not perform complex networking services
or isolate different IoT domains. Nevertheless, the authors
do not focus on the creation of isolated IoT domains covering the network service from the node access to the data
consumption.
ONAP17 provides a platform for real-time orchestration and automation of physical and virtual network
functions that enable the quick automation and support full lifecycle management of services. ONAP is
expanding the ETSI NFV Management and Orchestration
(MANO) specifications with additional telecommunication capabilities. ONAP includes infrastructure controllers, such as software-defined networking (SDN) and
NETCONF network controllers [29]. CORD18 (Central
Office Re-architected as a Datacenter) combines NFV,
SDN and commodity cloud elasticity technologies to
bring the datacenter architecture and cloud agility to
the telecom environment. CORD’s design is hard coupled between its functional elements, which makes it
less flexible to upgrade or use new component plugins when compared to OPNFV [29]. Both technologies are complementary, and we map our proposal on
an ONAP and CORD environment as policy directives
defined on ONAP orchestrator, which are deployed on
the telco network as VNFs on top of CORD’s VNF manager and as applications on top of the ONOS SDN
controller.
The transport network infrastructure proposed in this
paper is based on a simple gateway that routes all packets
of IoT devices to a network function virtualization environment. Unlike previous proposals, this work focuses on
the data transport network, regardless of the use of a specific middleware or an IoT platform. The functions carried
out by the transport network include packet routing, policy enforcement, and data adaptation, such as protocol
translations. In addition, another contribution is the reaction against network anomalies in real time through the
execution of machine learning mechanisms coupled with
virtual network functions, which was deployed in our
platform.
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7 Conclusion
The number of devices connected to the Internet of
Things is increasing and the criticality of the transported
data is also growing. However, the data transport network
of the Internet of Things is deprecated in comparison to
the acquisition and processing of data layers. In this paper,
we proposed a network function virtualization infrastructure that allows the agile and effective deployment of virtual functions for outsourcing network tasks from the IoT
devices to the cloud. The proposal developed the idea of a
virtualized access gateway node, capable of creating independent and isolated domains of connected devices. In
each domain independent, isolated and tailored network
functions are applied to respond to the performance and
security requirements of each Internet of Things application. A prototype of the proposed infrastructure was
developed and evaluated. The results demonstrated that
the virtualized access gateway node does not introduce
performance losses for the access of the IoT devices. It has
further been found that latency between the access node
and the infrastructure can be substantially high without
performance losses. The results of the experiments show
that even while performing the virtual queue policy function in a virtualized environment, the effects of policy
enforcement are visible on the physical interface, avoiding the overuse of resources. Since the proposal does
not apply protocols that execute flow control, the variation in the delay on the communication between the
gateway and network function virtualization infrastructure (NFVI) does not interfere with the received packet
rate and generates little influence for the processing of the
packets in the virtualized environment. Another important point is that the proposal is based on traditional,
consolidated and widely developed tools, such as the use
of GRE, which allows higher performance than experimental tools that are still in development, such as NSH.
However, the central idea of outsourcing network services
from the IoT gateway to a central processing infrastructure remains true even in new virtualization proposals for
network function virtualization infrastructures that rely
on orchestrators and complex and federated platforms
service providers.. Finally, a use case of the proposed
infrastructure was developed, in which a virtual network
function was able to classify traffic between legitimate
or threats with 99.8% accuracy, and then another virtual
function assured quality of service and limited a denial of
service attack by preventing the essential service of an IP
camera from being degraded.
Future work intends to develop new virtual network
functions, such as application protocol adaptation functions and intrusion detection systems based on Deep
Packet Inspection for the Internet of Things. Moreover, as
future work, we intend to port our deployment of the gateway to other Linux-based platforms, such as OpenWRT19 ,
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which which targets low-cost resource-constrained access
points.

Endnotes
1
Available at https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2784.
2
Available at https://w1.fi/hostapd/.
3
Available at http://drvbp1.linux-foundation.org/~mcg
rof/rel-html/iw/.
4
Available at http://www.opnfv.org/.
5
Available at http://www.openstack.org/.
6
Available at https://www.opendaylight.org/.
7
Available at http://www.linux-kvm.org/.
8
Available at http://ceph.com/.
9
Available at https://www.opnfv.org/software/downloads/
release-archives/danube-3-0.
10
Disponível em http://docs.openvswitch.org/
11
The notebooks are equipped with hardware more
powerful than ordinary IoT devices. For the sake of experiment reproducibility, the notebooks replay the IoT traffic
because they are controllable by out off-band channels,
and they have enough memory to store the dataset used
to reproduce the experiments for several turns. Thus,
the notebooks simulate the traffic of an ensemble of 15
devices.
12
Documentation at http://lartc.org/manpages/tc.txt.
13
The dataset can be obtained through contact with the
authors.
14
https://github.com/DanielArndt/flowtbag
15
The receiver operating curve, ROC curve, plots the
true positive rate(TPR) against the false positive rate(FPR)
for various discrimination thresholds of a binary classifier system. It shows the system ability to classify data as a
binary classification.
16
TP: True Positive; FP: False Positive; TN: True Negative; FN: False Negative; Sens.: Sensitivity; Spec.: Specificity.
17
Available at https://www.onap.org/.
18
Available at https://opencord.org/.
19
Available at https://openwrt.org/.
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